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This research project belongs to the field of software developing, based on the 
development of Web image rendering software function. At present, the main function 
is to image rendering using MATLAB, MathCAD etc software to realize, the software 
function quite powerful, is the most commonly used numerical calculation software 
tools. In when using them, users need to learn programming method. At the same time, 
users buy it, need to install on my computer. Above situation for each user is the most 
common. MATLAB software tools can be used as numerical calculation, the function 
demand such as image rendering of specialized software, they are better than Visual 
Studio, universal software tools in the use of simple many, user programmable 
capacity requirements are very low. But, more convenient use, with the more 
advanced forms of language realizes human-machine interaction, which helps reduce 
the  difficulty  of  the  programming.  Moreover,  software  for  users,  its  value  is  that  it  
provides the function and meets the needs of users. If its use cost is too high, the user 
will also give up. 
Along with the Internet technology development and software technology is 
widely used in Internet, the calculation for the architecture of software system based 
substituting the traditional single version system. Based on the Internet, the software 
based on Web has become the direction of future software development. This topic to 
drawing program were analyzed, and through the abstract design code template, 
drawing get automatic generator automatically generated graphics code, and to reduce 
the user coding difficulties; Using Web technology, constructing the online sharing 
drawing platform, make use of the software the falling cost. In short, code generator 
realized intelligent coding, Web framework makes software as a service, users 
through the browser can online sharing function image rendering services. 
It firstly analyzed the domestic and foreign software in the evolution of the trend 















Internet and Web framework based on the broad prospects of application software. 
And then introduced the relevant to the system and the Web system, middleware 
technology, Ch explain computing environment and this system in dynamic 
processing not sure function problems the technology employed methods, at the same 
time also introduced the system hardware equipment selection, Web interaction 
environment and development environment construction of the architecture. Based on 
this the design of the whole system and module design, puts forward the code 
generator based on the intelligent identification function and realize the function of 
visualization solutions. This paper expounds the principle, system design and system 
code generator the function module design. After testing and in practical use, this 
system under the environment of basic achieve the expected the design requirements. 
Finally in this paper, this system are summarized, and further improving the system to 
put forward some proposals. 
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